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Introduction
Whi-' n networks have been used to model fixed-site security nyrtems, a,; in 1, ^ ,'• >S \ one of the important problems is to determinr-optimal travel ro'.: t er of thieves nr ;iabot.eurr, from a source point .; (r'-rurally tay.en tn 1-..-the outsit-of the modelled tV-ility) t.i a tatv^ roird. or oi'jt.-ftive f, (nr to a collection of r>uck point:; in the model;. Travel route:-can be considered to Y<--optimal if thev minimize travel 1 ime or detection probability, or some combination of those two factor::. If, for example, ivy is interested in those routes providing an adversary v:ith the minimi an travel tim" K from :; to £., one mi^ht further be intr-rent.-d in path.: tli" •i.iv-rr.ary misrht traverse with a travel time close tr, K. If th^re is a time T (vita T > N'i, and it is necessary that no path from :'' to £.
have a traversal time less tnan T, then one must increase lb--travel time over all pathr. of length loss than T, and not just the original shortest paths. As in 6_,, it has been noted that ''travel tine" and "detection probability"' problems are essentially equivalent. Here the pi->i lcm:> will be discussed in the context of travel times.
Standard network , erminolo^y, as in r 2~i, will he used. In particular, network N has a node set V(N) and arc set A(W), where each arc a. p A(NJ consists of an ordered pair (u., v.) of nodes from V(N). Node u. is the tail of a., and v. is its \.; nd. Associated with each arc a. is the (noni' l I negative', number £. which will represent its length or travel time. By the length, or "time length," of a (directed) path ? is meant the sum of the lengths of the arcs in P. With the source point 3 a designated node, each node n c V(N') has a "reach time" r which equals the length of a shortest path from 3 to n. Of course, if H = -then r = 0. As an example, the network in Figure 1 has the arc lengths indicated and the reach times tabulated.
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:, , In r rief, th^ solution determiner, how to optimally allocate \hc hu<V.et ;--cvor th--.> -d^es to maximize the minimum length of this restricted set of .,' to G pa:.",r.
• 'incr-one may have ir.; rented the length of each of these paths suffi cient tc :'.iKe then all longer than some other path in 14, one must iterate the following step,
I
. Assuming E to be allocated over A(N) as previously determined., Figure ? . A network with U,0^6 S to © shortest paths.
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The Alternate View
The method previously described assuir.es a fixed budget V and provides An ac 1 " mtage to using the approach described in Section 2 is that only a single (sparse) linear programming problem need be solved, the size of which will often be smaller than the problem in each step of the algorithm described in Section 1. Since one Knows the number of vertices and the number of arcs, the size of the linear programming problem to be run is Known. It will often be difficult or impossible to determine beforehand how large the linear programme rig problems in Jacobsen's algorithm will grow to be.
Even when the size of the network (number of nodes and number of arcs) is large, one may well be able to take advantage of the sparse natu -e of the proposed solution problem. Note that each constraint involves at most three variables, one d. and two r.'s.
